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Common schticks included crying in cases of great predicaments, taking instructions literally at all times and
mixing up his lines. He and Hardy often had a scene in their films where they would get into a fight with
another person that consisted solely of destroying property. The duo would destroy something the opponent
values while the opponent looks on and does not resist. When they are done, the opponent does the same to
them, while they refrain from resisting, and so on. Wide, "hanger-in-my-mouth" smile, spiky hair sported in
all of his films, and of course, the "whiny face" for which he is famous. Completely vacant stare into the
camera, accentuated by white pancake makeup. Gaze into the camera with arms up and palms out in a "What
now? Trivia His light blue eyes almost ended his movie career before it began. Until the early s, filmmakers
used black-and-white Orthochromatic film stock, which was "blue blind". When Laurel teamed with Oliver
Hardy , the team made Stevens their cameraman of choice. Had two children with his first wife, Lois: Laurel
first appeared with his future partner, Oliver Hardy , in The Lucky Dog , which was filmed in , but not
released until He always thought that his "whining face" was humiliating, but the producers forced him to do
it in most of his movies since the public loved it. Suffered a nervous breakdown on the death of his longtime
film partner and friend, Oliver Hardy , and according to his friends, never fully recovered. Had always been a
huge fan of westerns, and after he became a success, his company, Stan Laurel Productions, financed a series
of low-budget musical westerns starring singing cowboy Fred Scott. He is shown with his partner Oliver
Hardy. The stamp designs were drawn by caricaturist Al Hirschfeld. He and Mae Laurel lived as a
common-law couple, as Mae was legally married to someone in her native Australia when she met Stan in
They parted in by mutual consent and Mae returned to Australia. Van Dyke even got to perform that
impersonation on one of the episodes of The Dick Van Dyke Show and after it premiered, he called Laurel to
ask his opinion. The death of his partner Oliver Hardy left him a broken man, so much so that he fell into a
deep depression and swore never to do comedy again. Fell off a platform and tore ligaments in his right leg
during the filming of Babes in Toyland An extra named John Wood from the film Babes in Toyland sued him
and his stunt double, Ham Kinsey , claiming back injuries after Laurel and Kinsey threw him in the ducking
pond on the set. Is portrayed by Jim Plunkett in Harlow In his later years, he was a close friends with Dick
Van Dyke. He was greatly admired by Jerry Lewis. When Lewis had his own production company in the early
s, he repeatedly tried to hire Stan for his creative team. Stan refused, despite the impressive salary. According
to Lewis, he would send scripts to Stan who would read them and write suggestions in the margins. Is
portrayed by Matthew Cottle in Chaplin Stan was greatly admired by Peter Sellers. Sellers claimed that the
"Laurel" character was his inspiration when he created the "gardener" character in Being There While rarely
credited as a writer or director, he was the driving creative force behind the team of he and Oliver Hardy
--whenever Hardy was asked a question about a gag, story idea, plotline, etc. In his later years, he was
arguably the most approachable of all movie stars, keeping his phone number in the phone book, welcoming
all sorts of visitors, and responding to his fan mail personally. His partner Oliver Hardy was an inveterate
golfer, often setting up his own little putting green on the set so he could practice between takes. When the
reporter asked if he had any bad habits, Laurel--who had been married and divorced five times--replied, "Yes,
and I married them. Suffered a stroke in June Although Stan is recorded as being born in Ulverston Cumbria,
he never knew it. He was actually born in Ulverston Lancashire. Ulverston became part of Cumbria under the
"Local Government Act " and became part of Cumbria two years later in ; nine years after Stan died. A
comedian until the very last, Stan Laurel, just minutes away from death on February 23, , told his nurse he
would not mind going skiing right at that very moment. Somewhat taken aback, the nurse replied that she was
not aware that he was a skier. He was a staunch Democrat. He was a heavy smoker until he suddenly gave up
when he was about seventy. Laurel insisted that the quote attributed to him, "You know my hobbies; I married
them all. Because the Roach studio was smaller than the majors, the indoor sets were relatively close to each
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other, and the actors often visited other sets between takes. Stan removed the heels from his shoes while
filming. It helped him accent his already humorous walk. He and Babe had shaved their heads to play convicts
in The Second Years , and it grew back very unevenly and refused to stay down. Others on the Roach lot
laughed, so Stan began to cultivate the new look. Offscreen, he combed it straight back, as did Oliver Hardy.
As his old friend Hardy, who was broke by the end of his career because of his horse track bets, Stan Laurel
also knew financial difficulties because of his many ailments. He is often thought of as being very short and
skinny. When Stan started his film career, motion pictures were being shot on orthochromatic film which did
not record blue. This became a problem for performers who, like Stan, had blue eyes. He was able to turn this
to his advantage. At appropriate times, he would stare directly into the camera and his blue eyes would record
as very pale or white which gave his character a vacuous appearance. They made their first appearance in the
centre spread of the English comic Film Fun in issue dated November which moved to the front page in March
and remained there until The popularity of the strip found it syndicated abroad where in Italy it appeared in
Bombolo in and Cine Comico, a film weekly. The same year a rival company produced the Mastro Remo
comic with them on the cover in a strip in colour called Stan e Oli. In France in there was a colour strip of
them in Cri-Cri. At the apartment block where he lived in later years he even went down to the lobby to collect
his mail rather than phone down and ask for it to be taken up to him. Stan was instrumental in the career of
Marcel Marceau. After seeing him perform in Paris in he praised him as an unsung genius and helped him gain
attention in the French press. Educated at Bishop Auckland Grammar School - where he was often in the staff
room entertaining the teachers. In he fell out with Hal Roach over the script of Babes in Toyland and their
close working relationship never recovered. Of his five marriages his stormiest was that to Illiana Shufvalova
which only lasted a year. By the time they produced their first true Laurel and Hardy film Stan was 37 and
Ollie Billy Wilder planned on doing a film with him and Oliver Hardy in the s. The plot centered on a woman
coming between them. When he and Chaplin went to America in they did so on a cattle boat. When it was
flushed the toilet sank into the floor. In a production of The Sleeping Beauty he was promoted from
supporting actor to be the featured comedian. The production included Wee Georgie Wood, who was then
The two sections would be joined together then copied and joined many times for repetition. Filmed in slow
motion then projected at normal speed the ears would wave vigorously. Never appeared in a film nominated
for the Best Picture Oscar. As a boy his early education took place at a kindergarten in a house in Dockwray
Square, North Shields, near to where his family lived, a private school in Tynemouth College, a boarding
school Stan said he thought this was because he was always getting into mischief and trouble at home.
Charlotte Mae Dahlberg Dahlberg was her maiden name was part of a double act with Stan and claimed that
she gave Stan his surname. She was supposedly looking through a book and saw a picture of a Roman general
with a laurel wreath on his head. As Stan was superstitious and his name had 13 letters in it he was more than
happy to take up her suggestion of adopting the name of Laurel. Later he renamed it Ida Mae after his last
wife. Stan was only the second honoree to receive a Screen Actors Guild Award for their contribution to
entertainment. Educated at Queens Park School, Glasgow. King James Grammar School in Bishop Auckland,
Co Durham where Stan was partly educated was seriously damaged by an arson attack in and over 10 years
later the ruins remain surrounded by scaffolding and tarpaulin sheets waiting for some kind of decision to be
made on what to do with it. The Merry Old Soul. HIs first short film, Nuts in May won him a contract with
Universal but soon after his film career seemed to be at an end and he returned to vaudeville. Hal Roach, who
he would make many of his films let him go twice. By Stan had come to think that his true gift lay in writing
and directing rather than in performing. Stan and Ollie believed that they got most of their laughs by
combining dumbness with dignity making the audience feel that they were superior to them. As a child in
Glasgow, his family lived at 17 Craigmillar Road. Hal Roach let him go twice. In their films Stan wore a
Bowler hat a size or two smaller so that it sat higher on his head. Although they were identified with Bowlers
they actually wore more other hats in their many films and when they were on their European tours they
eagerly donned the appropriate national hat of the country they were in- Berets in Paris, Tam O Shanter in
Scotland. They could go through as many as a dozen hats in a month of filming. Although Stan wore a
traditional bowler in their early films he soon switched to a flat brimmed one. After the death of Ollie Stan
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never publicly wore one again and no photographs are known to exist of him in one from that time. Although
The Boys were known for wearing Bowlers film for film they wore them less often than believed. At some
point they parted company but with the act being so successful Bob found another partner - Stan, who later
reworked the act with Ollie in the film Hollywood Review of
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The first film pairing of the two, although as separate performers, took place in the silent film The Lucky Dog
in The exact date the film was produced is not recorded but film historian Bo Bergulund dated it between late
and January He brought the team together and they worked for Hal Roach Studios for over 20 years. His
uncle, played by Hardy, is shown trying to put trousers on him. I always explain that we came together
naturally. After teaming up they played the same characters for 30 years. Horne on the Laurel and Hardy
films, Laurel would rewrite entire sequences or scripts. He would also have the cast and crew improvise on the
sound stage; he would then meticulously review the footage during the editing process. I think I earned my
money". Laurel and Hardy avoided this pitfall because they continued making primarily visual films. While
Laurel and Hardy could not speak these foreign languages they received voice coaching for their lines. The
film Babes in Toyland remains a perennial on American television during the Christmas season. Laurel was
unhappy with the plot, and after an argument was allowed to make the film his way. Nevertheless, their
association continued for another six years. The Fox films were so profitable that the studio kept making
Laurel and Hardy comedies after Fox discontinued its other "B" series films. A film named "Robin Hood" was
planned to be filmed during the tour but was not realized. The team in limbo, Stan still encouraged Babe to
take big and small movie parts. In â€”51, Laurel and Hardy made their final feature-length film together, Atoll
K. This film was a French-Italian co-production directed by Leo Joannon , but was plagued by problems with
language barriers, production issues, and the serious health issues of both Laurel and Hardy. Laurel was
experiencing painful prostate complications as well. He quickly rewrote the screenplay and hired old
American friend, Alf Goulding , to direct the Laurel and Hardy scenes, considered to be their best footage
since Hal Roach. Stan did take part in a silent newsreel, Swim Meet, in character, as co-director of a local
California contest. Most Laurel and Hardy films have survived and have not gone out of circulation
permanently. Three of their films are considered lost and have not been seen in their complete form since the
s. In the operatic Technicolor musical The Rogue Song , Laurel and Hardy appear in 10 sequences and only
one of which is known to exist with the complete soundtrack. Upon their return to the European stage in , they
undertook a well-received series of public appearances, performing a short sketch Laurel had written called "A
Spot of Trouble". Hoping to repeat the success the following year Laurel wrote a routine entitled "Birds of a
Feather". Laurel recounted their reception: The love and affection we found that day at Cobh was simply
unbelievable. There were hundreds of boats blowing whistles and mobs and mobs of people screaming on the
docks. And then something happened that I can never forget. All the church bells in Cobh started to ring out
our theme song "Dance of the Cuckoos" and Babe Oliver Hardy looked at me and we cried. These shows do
not appear to have been preserved on record, tape, or kinescope, but notes from the Face The Music television
appearance have been recently discovered. According to the notes, Ollie informs Stan that the television
program has an audience of six million and that host Henry Hall is "going to introduce us to them". Lured to
the Knickerbocker Hotel as a subterfuge for a business meeting with producer Bernard Delfont the doors
opened to their suite , flooding the room with light and the voice of Edwards. This telecast was preserved on a
kinescope and later released on home video. Partly due to the positive response from the television broadcast
the pair was renegotiating with Hal Roach, Jr. However, plans for the specials had to be shelved as the aging
comedians continued to suffer from declining health. Laurel and Hardy provided a filmed insert in which they
reminisce about their friends in British variety. It contains no audio and is three minutes in length. However,
he suffered several strokes that resulted in the loss of mobility and speech. During this period most of his
communication was in the form of written correspondence and he insisted on answering every fan letter
personally. Mae Busch often played the formidable Mrs. Hardy and other characters, particularly sultry femme
fatales. Dorothy Coburn appeared in nearly a dozen early silent shorts. Baldwin Cooke played bit parts as a
waiter, a bartender or a cop. Richard Cramer appeared as a scowling, menacing villain or opponent. Bobby
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Dunn appeared as a cross-eyed bartender and telegram messenger, as well as the genial shoplifter in Tit for
Tat. Eddie Dunn made several appearances, notably as the belligerent taxi driver in Me and My Pal. James
Finlayson , a balding, mustachioed Scotsman known for displays of indignation and squinting, pop-eyed
"double takes," made 33 appearances and is perhaps their most celebrated foil. Anita Garvin appeared in a
number of Laurel and Hardy films, often cast as Mrs. Billy Gilbert made many appearances, most notably as
bombastic, blustery foreign characters such as those in The Music Box and Block-Heads. Charlie Hall , who
usually played angry, diminutive adversaries, appeared nearly 50 times. Jean Harlow had a small role in the
silent short Double Whoopee and two other films in the early part of her career. Arthur Housman made several
appearances as a comic drunk. Edgar Kennedy , master of the "slow burn," often appeared as a cop, a hostile
neighbor or a relative. Walter Long played grizzled, unshaven, physically threatening villains. Sam Lufkin
appeared several times, usually as a cop or streetcar conductor. Charles Middleton made a handful of
appearances, usually as a sourpuss adversary. Morton appeared as a bartender or exasperated policeman.
Vivien Oakland appeared in several early silent films, and later talkies including Scram! Viola Richard
appeared in several early silent films, most notably as the beautiful cave girl in Flying Elephants Charley
Rogers , an English actor and gag writer, appeared several times. Tiny Sandford was a tall, burly, physically
imposing character actor who played authority figures, notably cops. Thelma Todd appeared several times
before her own career as a leading lady comedienne. Ben Turpin , the cross-eyed Mack Sennett comedy star,
made two memorable appearances. Ellinor Vanderveer made many appearances as a dowager, high society
matron or posh party guest. The original theme, recorded by two clarinets in , was recorded again with a full
orchestra in Leroy Shield composed the majority of the music used in the Laurel and Hardy short sound films.
The title track was released as a single in the UK and reached 2 in the charts. Influence and legacy[ edit ]
Silhouette portrait of the duo in Redcar , England Posthumous revivals and popular culture[ edit ] Since the s,
the works of Laurel and Hardy have been released again in numerous theatrical reissues, television revivals
broadcast, especially public television and cable , 16 mm and 8 mm home movies, feature-film compilations
and home video. Although the results of adding color were often in dispute, many popular titles are currently
only available in the colorized version. The color process often renders the print into an unwatchable state,
with some scenes being altered or deleted, depending on the source material used. Colorization was a success
for the studio and Helpmates was released on home video with the colorized version of The Music Box in
There are three Laurel and Hardy museums. For Love or Mummy. The Sons of the Desert The official Laurel
and Hardy appreciation society is known as The Sons of the Desert , after a fraternal society in their film of
the same name Around the world[ edit ] Laurel and Hardy are popular around the world but are known under
different names in various countries and languages.
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He was one of five children. In his early years, the boy spent much time living with his maternal grandmother,
Sarah Metcalfe. His boyhood hero was Dan Leno , one of the greatest English music hall comedians. He just
taught us most of it". He was not called up; his registration card states resident alien and deafness as
exemptions. Between and , he teamed up with Alice Cooke and Baldwin Cooke , who became his lifelong
friends. Amongst other performers, Laurel worked briefly alongside Oliver Hardy before the two were a team
in the silent film short The Lucky Dog After making his first film Nuts in May , Universal offered him a
contract. The contract was soon cancelled during a reorganisation at the studio. Among the films in which
Dahlberg and Laurel appeared together was the parody Mud and Sand. By , Laurel had given up the stage for
full-time film work, under contract with Joe Rock for 12 two-reel comedies. The contract had one unusual
stipulation: Pryde , Half a Man Laurel and Hardy[ edit ] Main article: Laurel next signed with the Hal Roach
studio, where he began directing films, including a production called Yes, Yes, Nanette. He intended to work
primarily as a writer and director. Oliver Hardy , another member of the Hal Roach Studios Comedy All Star
players, was injured in a kitchen mishap in , and Laurel was asked to return to acting. The two became friends
and their comic chemistry soon became obvious. Laurel and Hardy successfully made the transition to talking
films with the short Unaccustomed As We Are in They also appeared in their first feature in one of the revue
sequences of The Hollywood Revue of , and the following year they appeared as the comic relief in the lavish
all-colour in Technicolor musical feature The Rogue Song. Their first starring feature Pardon Us was released
in They continued to make both features and shorts until , including their three-reeler The Music Box , which
won an Academy Award for Best Short Subject. Trouble at Roach Studio[ edit ] During the s, Laurel was
involved in a dispute with Hal Roach which resulted in the termination of his contract. Roach maintained
separate contracts for Laurel and Hardy that expired at different times, so Hardy remained at the studio and
was "teamed" with Harry Langdon for the film Zenobia. Eventually, the case was dropped and Laurel returned
to Roach. Subsequently, they made Saps at Sea , which was their last film for Roach. During the war years,
their work became more standardised and less successful, though The Bullfighters and Jitterbugs did receive
some praise. In , Laurel returned to England when he and Hardy went on a six-week tour of the United
Kingdom, and the duo were mobbed wherever they went. Around this time, Laurel found out that he had
diabetes, so he encouraged Hardy to find solo projects which he did, taking parts in John Wayne and Bing
Crosby films. In , Laurel and Hardy were invited to France to make a feature film. The film was a disaster, a
Franco-Italian co-production titled Atoll K. Both stars were noticeably ill during the filming. Upon returning
to the United States, they spent most of their time recovering. In , Laurel and Hardy toured Europe
successfully, and they returned in for another tour of the continent. During this tour, Laurel fell ill and was
unable to perform for several weeks. The plans were delayed after Laurel suffered a stroke on 25 April , from
which he recovered. But as the team was planning to get back to work, his partner Hardy had a massive stroke
on 14 September , which resulted in his being unable to return to acting. Laurel was too ill to attend his funeral
and said, "Babe would understand". He refused to perform on stage or act in another film without his friend,
[2] although he continued to socialise with his fans. He had achieved his lifelong dream as a comedian and had
been involved in nearly films. His phone number OXford [18] [19] [20] [21] was listed in the telephone
directory, [22] and fans were amazed that they could dial the number and speak to him directly. Lewis paid
tribute to Laurel by naming his main character Stanley in the film, and having Bill Richmond play a version of
Laurel as well. He did not want to be on screen in his old age, [4] especially without Hardy. Personal life[ edit
] Laurel and Mae Charlotte Dahlberg never married, but lived together as common-law husband and wife from
to , before Dahlberg accepted a one-way ticket from Joe Rock to go back to her native Australia. The matter
was settled out of court. Laurel had four wives and married one of them a second time after their divorce. In
May , their second child, a son named Stanley, was born two months premature and died after nine days. In ,
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Laurel filed for divorce from Ruth, confessing that he was not over his ex-wife Lois, but Lois decided against
a reconciliation. The new marriage was very volatile. Illeana accused him of trying to bury her alive in the
backyard of their San Fernando Valley home. Laurel was a heavy smoker until suddenly quitting around One
is operated by the town of Harlem, and the other is a private museum owned and operated by Gary Russeth, a
Harlem resident. In , Gail Louw and Jeffrey Holland debuted a short one-man play " And this is my friend Mr
Laurel" at the Camden Fringe festival.
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This event celebrates the athletes, community members, and caretakers of the Vince Morris Trail at Chapel
Branch. For more information, message harry. For more details, visit nanticokeriverartscouncil. The Gallery,
which is located at High St. Classes are conducted around the corner at Pine St. Classes are p. For more
information, call Judy Cullen at Ongoing Classes Canvas and Coffee on Friday mornings is now accepting
new students. Support a student by purchasing homemade baked goods - pies, cakes and desserts - for your
holiday entertaining. Call The Ark at or for a list of items, prices and to place your order. The doors to
Memorial Hall will open at 5 p. Chili, hot dogs, desserts, and beverages will be available for sale. Come join
us for a fun filled evening. For information, call Wendy Dolby, or the church office, Ten percent of each
check will be donated to the club. Check at the register for a coupon or ask and 10 percent will be donated to
the Laurel Lions Club. Please help or non-profit club and our service projects. By presenting a coupon found
at the cash register along with the check, the Friends receive 10 percent of the amount. This money is then
used to support activities for the young people of our community. Help the non-profit group, The Friends of
the Laurel Library, provide great programming for our young people. Come and enjoy singing and listen to the
music. All are welcome to St. Please bring a canned good for distribution to the local needy. This event is
sponsored by local churches. Desserts will also be available. Carry-outs may be ordered in person only after 5
p. The deadline to buy lights for the tree is Sunday, Nov. There will be over 50 crafters and vendors featuring
home decor, fall and Christmas items, his and her gifts and more with something for everyone. There will also
be photos with Mrs. Story time with Mrs. Claus is at 1: For more information, email DelmarvaEvents gmail.
Tickets will also be sold at the door if any are still available. For more information or to purchase tickets, call ,
, or contact any auxiliary member. You are eligible to win more than one time on one ticket. To purchase a
ticket, call , , or contact any auxiliary member. Doors open at 3 p. Only tickets will be sold. Over items will be
up for bid. For more information, call Megan at Doors will open at 5 p. There will be over items. Call Heather
at for nore information. Join us as we celebrate autumn with our "Harvest Night. Light refreshments will be
available. They will host a potluck dinner which is open to the public. All materials are provided, but
participants are encouraged to bring their own hot glue gun, decorative ribbon and embellishments.
Registration is required by Tuesday, Nov. Contact the circulation desk at , ext. Over 17 vendors will be
available for your holiday shopping experience. There will be a Secret Santa Shop for the kids and the Friends
will have basket and quilt raffle tickets too. Refreshments will be available for purchase. Enjoy door prizes
and product demonstrations on each hour! For more information, call Grace at Creative Weekly Art Classes We will use a multitude of mediums, styles and techniques to complete projects such as drawing, painting,
mixed media, 3D projects and crafts. On Mondays, p. Adult Art Classes - Adults can focus on specific art
techniques or complete interest based projects. On the first Friday of the month, p. Private Art Instruction Customized individual classes to meet your needs Otheclasses and times available upon request or find new
events online at www. Greenwood VFW fundraiser This Christmas, Greenwood Memorial VFW Auxiliary
Post will be decorated with stars filled with Buddy Poppies and the names of friends, family and loved ones
who served in any branch of the service during peacetime or war. Willard Russell, Treasurer; Maryland Ave.
All proceeds will go to the Buddy Relief Fund. For more information, contact Sec. Michaele Russell at
Vendors are still being accepted. Find details and registration forms online at bethel-historical-society. After
completing and returning the form, potential vendors will be contacted. Fall Festival - Saturday, Nov. Feed on
a BBQ pork meal with a dessert and beverage. Taste the artistry of an area winery or brewery with a
complimentary glass of wine or beer. For more information, visit bethel-historical-society. Call Jill at for
tickets. There will be breakfast and lunch sandwiches, peas and dumplings, jewelry, soap, table runners,
wreaths, gift jars, and a variety of hand crafted items. There will also be a bake table, pepper relish, pickled
beets and jams. Volunteers usually read one to two hours hours per week at local child care centers. Sign up
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online at www. The evening will begin with a dinner at 5 p. Entertainment will be provided disc jockey Sky
Brady for your dancing pleasure to end the evening. A cash bar will be offered. All veterans are welcome free
of charge, but reservations are requested. Entertainment will be provided by disc jockey Sky Brady for your
dancing pleasure to end the evening. Come support the Lions with this project, which enables them to
purchase glasses for those in need, support Little League and Boy Scouts, as well as many other projects in the
area. The shack will be open every weekend except Thanksgiving weekend until Dec. For questions and more
information about Millsboro Lions, contact David at Ladies Auxiliary will host the following events at
Carlisle Fire Co. Soup and sandwiches for purchase. For tickets, call Soup and chicken salad available for
purchase along with other refreshments. For tickets and info, call or The event will be catered and will include
a ventriloquist, a local DJ and a silent auction. Checks should be made payable to D. Foundation and mailed to
Sussex County Chapter, P. Box , Millsboro, DE A souvenir booklet is being prepared as a keepsake for
guests. For more information about ads, visit www. Net proceeds will benefit scholarships for Sussex County
students attending Delaware State University. Transportation for veterans In Sussex County there are several
transportation opportunities available for our veterans. One of them is located in Seaford. It tries to operate on
Mondays and Wednesdays but will transport at other times if needed.
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Laurel Star: Obituaries in Laurel, Delaware (DE) - Find online obituaries in Laurel Star. Search Obituaries.
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New S-Class Facelift. Why Every Used Mercedes MUST have a Pre-Purchase Inspection Performed. Even CarMax
missed this one.
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The Star and the Laurel: The Centennial History of Daimler, Mercedes, and Benz, by Beverly Rae Kimes (, Hardcover) 5
product ratings average based on 5 product ratings.
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A special ceremony was held at Bethel Town Hall on Sunday, Oct. 28, to unveil the Delaware Public Archives historic
marker commemorating the Bethel Community House.
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